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CHINA GOLD
China’s Quest for Global Power and Olympic Glory
Edited by Fan Hong, University College Cork,
with Duncan Mackay and Karen Christensen

Want to know more about China? Wondering
what China’s growing stature means for the global
community and our planet? This is where CHINA
GOLD comes in . . .

On ba yue ba hao ba dian ling ba fen, the auspicious
8th day of the 8th month of 2008 at 8.08 pm, the
Games will begin!
China is stepping onto the world stage as the nation most
likely to shape the 21st century. What an opportunity
for millions of people around the world—sports fans as
well as those who simply love the pageantry and global
camaraderie of the Olympic Games—to learn about
China and its history, culture, and customs. China Gold:
China’s Quest for Global Power and Olympic Glory is not
only about the Beijing Olympics and Chinese sports but
also about China itself—past, present, and future.
   The Olympics are being described as a “coming out
party” for China as a major power of the 21st century. The
Olympics are also an ideal opportunity for Americans
and other Westerners to learn more about China, to gain
some of the essential background knowledge of Chinese
history and culture that will help us—professionals in
different industries, leaders in government and business,
students, teachers, and voters—in the years ahead.
   China Gold introduces Western readers to China’s
history, culture, and role in the global community. It
takes the Beijing Olympics and Chinese sports as a
platform, an easy way for people around the world to get
to know the nation and its people at this crucial moment,
when China is cast into the world’s spotlight—not only in
sports but in business, science, and technology.
   The Olympic Games are about global relationships
and global change, about power and politics, and the
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2008 Games (only the third to be held in Asia) give
us a new perspective on a fascinating story, that of a
5,000-year-old civilization resuming its international
influence after centuries of turmoil.
   People around the world are looking for ways to get a
handle on what China is like and what its rising stature in
the global community means for our way of life, our jobs,
our children, and our planet. China Gold is not just a
guide for the sports-obsessed. Full of background history
and facts you won’t find anywhere else, it’s for anyone and
everyone intrigued by China.
CHINA GOLD: China’s Quest for Global
Power and Olympic Glory
ISBN 978-1-933782-64-5. U.S. $24.95
Order directly from Berkshire (shipping free to U.S.
addresses) or from your favorite local or online bookseller.
Bulk discounts available for company or promotional use;
e-mail: cservice@berkshirepublishing.com for assistance
and a list of available options for clubs, schools, and book
clubs (discussion guides available).
Tel +1 413 528 0206, fax +1 413 528 5241
www.chinagold2008.com

CHINA GOLD tells the
stories behind the Games —
from the Qing dynasty, the
first Chinese Republic, the
early Communist era, all the
way to the dramatic present.
CHINA GOLD will become
a treasured volume in any
reader’s lifelong library.

CHINA GOLD is a must-have for anyone’s personal library — and the unf

CHINA GOLD is a triumph of the bookmaker’s art . . . a
treasured heirloom . . . and an important snapshot of our global
civilization, at a never-to-be forgotten inflection point —
The Beijing Olympics.

forgettable gift of the year for your friends, employees, and special partners.
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CHINA GOLD
China’s Quest for Global Power and Olympic Glory
Edited by FAN Hong, University College Cork,
with Duncan Mackay and Karen Christensen

Any sports fan or person doing business in
China needs China Gold. This is the
only book that tells the stories, introduces the
athletes, the businesses, and global leaders who
have cooperated — through many challenges —
to bring about this historic event . . .
Editorial Team
FAN Hong
FAN Hong is a professor and director of the Irish
Institute of Chinese Studies at University College
Cork in Ireland. She was born in Sichuan and trained
as a swimmer in Beijing before pursuing an academic
career in the U.K. Fan’s recent publications include Sport,
Nationalism and Orientalism: The Asian Games (2006).
Duncan Mackay
Duncan Mackay is an award-winning British sports
journalist. He studied Chinese history and politics
at university and has covered every Olympics since
Barcelona 1992. He now writes for the Observer and
is publisher and editor of www.insidethegames.com, a website
devoted to the Olympic Games. He carried the Olympic torch
in London in April 2008.
Karen Christensen
Karen Christensen was coeditor of the Berkshire
Encyclopedia of World Sport and senior editor of The
International Encyclopedia of Women and Sports. She
is CEO of Berkshire Publishing Group and publisher
of Guanxi: The China Letter.
A Note about the Editors: All three editors are available for press
interviews: Fan Hong in Ireland and China, Duncan Mackay in
the U.K., and Karen Christensen in the U.S. and U.K.
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Specifications
 144 pages, 9×9 inches (22.5×22.5 mm), printed in full color
with metallic gold
 Paperback with French flaps, isbn 978-1-933782-64-5, $24.95
 Publication date: June 2008
 55,000 words, illustrated in full color
 Published by Berkshire Publishing
Placement
 Current Affairs
 Sports
 Asian Studies
Coverage
 Beijing Olympics events, venues, preparations, etc.
 Chinese sports—Olympics sports and traditional, new,
extreme sports
 Chinese history and culture
 Olympic history in general
Special features
 Photos from Chinese archives
 Chinese characters throughout text
Readers
 Professional people, business leaders, and policy makers
interested in (and perhaps worried about) China’s role in
the world today.
 Regular followers of the Olympics who will want to be
prepared to watch and talk about what’s coming in 2008.
 Sports fans with an interest in the particular sports that will
be hotly contested in Beijing.
 People planning to attend the Games, or visiting Beijing
before or after the event.
 Teachers and students studying China in both high school
and college classes, who will use the book and the Games
to enrich students’ understanding of Chinese history
and culture, and also as background for discussion of the
significance of the 2008 Games.
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